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Abstract

Purpose –This study attempts to create new insights into innovationmanagement through the integration of
innovation management processes and sustainable, iterative circles. Through the exploration of the use of
sustainable, iterative circles in a manufacturing environment, this paper explores their role in facilitating
customer-focused innovation practices. Other supporting antecedences for innovative behavior are reviewed,
and their combined effect upon delivering cost-effective product developments are assessed.
Design/methodology/approach – Data were collected through semi-structured interviews in
manufacturing organizations from the automotive industry. Interviews were conducted with senior
functional managers to interpret the application of sustainable, iterative development circles. Analysis of
the data was undertaken via thematic analysis based upon pertinent and emergent themes.
Findings – Sustainable, iterative development circles overcame the inherent path-dependency of traditional
linear development approaches, whereas, traditional approaches structure the involvement of key business
functions, iterative circles facilitate more flexible approaches to product development that more closely met the
requirements of the customer, especially when those requirements are in a state of flux.
Practical implications – This iterative, customer-centric approach to product development reflects the
increasingly dynamic market environments in which manufacturing organizations operate. Using this
approach helps to focus the organization’s attention upon customer requirements rather than the challenges of
adhering to the rigid dogma of a chosen development methodology.
Originality/value – This study proposes a new approach toward the development of innovations in
manufacturing organizations utilizing the sustainable, iterative circles, and therefore, contrasts with the
traditional, linear development methodologies that are usually employed.
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1. Introduction
The world around us is changing. Increasing levels of globalization and the associated
allotment of international markets lead to extended rivalry around the globe. Exchange of
knowledge is instigated through newmeans of communication, and access to technology and
know-how is easier than ever, intensifying competition and the need for introducing new
ideas and products (Day, 2006). Rapid technological change and shorter product life-cycles
force organizations into massive research and development (R&D) investments to keep pace
with developments (Noori et al., 2009). This not only leads to challenges for organizations, but
also social and demographic questions, such as the aging of the population, as well as legal
subjects (new laws and guidelines), can create new general conditions in domestic markets,
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and thus, can force an organization to frequently introduce new ideas, technology, and
products (Mothe and Nguyen-Thi, 2013).

There are many reasons and causes that can lead to changed conditions in the
environment of a firm (Thomas andMurphy, 2019a; Abdulai et al., 2020), and thus, to changes
in the requirements or demand structures of customers (Jansen et al., 2009). Some can be
forecasted and faced well prepared (Alpern, 2011). Such changes can, if not recognized and
interpreted, lead to obsolescence of existing technologies and products, and thus, shake firms
to their very foundations (Furukawa, 2013). Loss of market share, customers, and reputation
can easily be the consequence. However, such shifts do not necessarily only mean a threat to
an organization. In order to encounter but also to utilize these changes, organizations need to
be able to deal with them and draw the right conclusions (Kang and Kang, 2009). The answer
to this challenge often lies in the introduction of innovations (Burns and Stalker, 1994). An
innovation can be defined as a commercialized invention (Lander, 2012) or generally spoken,
innovation is the successful commercial exploitation of new ideas (Nerkar and Shane, 2007).
Innovation has been the focus of attention of many researchers, as it is widely seen as the
source for competitive advantage, strategic renewal, and organizational prosperity, and thus,
it secures survival, growth, and sustainability to a firm (Breitschopf et al., 2005; Van Der
Panne et al., 2003; Lertpachin et al., 2013; Thomas and Murphy, 2019b).

No matter whether the innovation comes as a new product, new feature of an existing
product, new service or procedure, it is crucial for organizations to ensure that the newly
developed solutionmeets the recreated demands frommarkets and delivers a (new) value that
the customers are willing to pay for (O’Cass and Sok, 2013). In order to do so, manufacturing
firms usually employ structured and goal-oriented innovation processes (Thomas and
Thomas, 2019) that include all relevant functions (marketing, R&D, engineering, sales, etc.)
(more or less) cooperating to create the desired value for the customer (Leiponen and Helfat,
2011; Bierfelder, 1994). Hence, and because of its importance to a firm, innovation at best is not
a hasty reaction toward a change, but a well-elaborated outcome of several processing steps
starting with the analytical or creative idea generation and ending with the successful
implementation into a market (Akbar and Tzokas, 2013). There are, however, many different
topics that have an influence on the quality, and hence, the success of an innovation. Despite
the formalized processes, many authors have investigated the organizational and structural
antecedences, as well as external and internal factors that need to be pre-existing in order to
ensure a proper management and functioning of all innovative activities (Afuah, 1998;
Breuer, 2013; Chander et al., 2000; Kanter, 1996; Tushman and Nadler, 1986, Van Der Panne
et al., 2003).

Consequently, innovationmanagement (Goffin andMitchell, 2016) requires a holistic view
of many factors in order to be effective and successful (Horn and Brem, 2013). It is, however,
not only the alignment of internal resources that fosters an innovation’s success (Browning
and Sanders, 2012). In fact, the ability of a firm to react rapidly to emerging information and to
adapt the developed solution or the product toward this information is a parameter that has
still not been subject tomany studies (Coviello and Joseph, 2012). Changes in the environment,
including new technology, new markets or competition, etc., can force organizations to re-
think their solutions and adapt them (Davenport, 1993; Thomas and Murphy, 2019a).
Organizations can employ so-called iterative processes to push their innovations toward
market conformity (Ries, 2011b). Iterative processes (or iterative circles) are regressions in
ongoing projects that are triggered through a gap between the developed solution and
requirements from the markets or technical feasibilities that lead to a change or an adaption
of one or more parameters in the innovation (Blank and Dorf, 2012).

Originating from his findings, in theory, Eppinger (2001) proposes an increased but
directed application of iterative circles in innovation development projects, which implies the
capture of all the relevant information required. The research question in this study,
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therefore, considers whether today’s innovation management systems employed in
manufacturing organizations are capable of capturing and processing all the relevant
information for the purposeful use of such sustainable, iterative circles. Or do changes in
general circumstances during past years call for a re-orientation and re-alignment of
organizational resources?

The scope of the present work is to investigate the nature of the employed innovation
management processes in manufacturing organizations and their efficiency when it comes to
adaptations of innovative products within the development process. Furthermore, it is
targeted to unveil reasons and triggers for sustainable, iterative circles within innovation
projects to create a solution for assuring an innovation’s success from the very beginning of
the innovative process. Finally, determinants, that were previously seen as crucial for
innovation management are analyzed and investigated toward their real value for
organizations. It is intended to propose a new model of an innovation management
process customized formanufacturing organizations that includes all the factors that are seen
as crucial for an innovation’s success by representatives from practice.

2. Literature review
In accordance with the research question, the literature review considers prior work
encompassing innovation management processes (Kylli€ainen, 2018), sustainable, iterative
processes (Baldassarre et al., 2017) and organizational learning (Edmonstone, 2018), and how
sustainable, iterative processes influence innovation management processes.

2.1 Innovation management processes
Innovation is hitherto regarded independently from its nature (process, product, service, etc.)
(Merriam-Webster, 2020a) as antecedences and required organizational structures for
successful implementation can be seen as similar. In terms of developing innovation,
manufacturing organizations are, however, distinct from firms representing other
backgrounds (Hauschild, 2005).

In numerous studies [e.g., (Mann, 2002; Sheu and Lee, 2011; Utterback and Abernathy,
1975)] researchers identified several characteristics and key activities in product innovation
development projects that are positively related to an innovations’ performance (OECD,
2019). The importance of those activities, which met broad acceptance amongst researchers,
can be clustered into upfront activities (the exploration of innovative ideas - not discussed
further in this work) and activities that aim to structure and routinize the development
process of innovation (Enzing et al., 2011). Ever since, different models and combinations of
activities (Cooper, 1994; Mann, 2002; Mascitelli, 2000; Veryzer, 1998) were developed in order
to increase the efficiency of such innovation development projects (da Silva et al., 2016).
Hence, an innovation process, the definition of which is described by Davenport (1993), as a
specific sequence of cross-functional, delimitable activities in a structured order, can be
chosen. Within that sequence, the input (ideas, resources, etc.) is processed to an output
(innovation) that creates value to an organization or a customer. Hence, innovation
management processes (Kylli€ainen, 2018) are, as Loewe and Chen (2008, p. 18) state “critical to
bringing structure to a fundamentally unstructured activity.”

The intention of a product innovation process (OECD, 2019) is, according to Tidd and
Bessant (2013) to interweave possibilities (new technologies, market niches, etc.) with (market
or customer) needs that have been identified and its success depends on a firm’s ability to
manage the resources, applied to those processes (so-called organizational routines). These
routines include the selection of project teams, project planning, and monitoring, and reflect
an organizations’ current practice of what works well. Hence, these routines are constantly
evolving, as new findings or knowledge, are integrated and utilized within an innovation
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management process (Enzing et al., 2011). Additionally, innovation management processes
(Cortimiglia et al., 2015) and their sole activities are encircled and influenced by the internal
and external factors. Therefore, changes in those factors can require modifications in the
alignment and structure of an innovation management process (Globocnik, 2010).
Consequently, as Sheu and Lee (2011) state, an innovation management process is not a
static construct but an adaptable series of activities that can be optimized at any given time.
The use of such a systematic and flexible innovation management process has, as Anderson
(2008), orWittel et al. (2011) found, a significantly positive influence on the performance of the
new product.

There are proposed models and prototype processes developed for innovation activities
(Lendela et al., 2017) that can be used by organizations and represent contemporary findings
or the state-of-the-art (Merriam-Webster, 2020b) in technology and process theory.
Additionally, different approaches toward the structuring of activities that are intended to
lead to an innovation are given. However, the consensus that can be found throughout all
concepts is the initiation with an innovative idea and the commercial launch of a product
innovation at the end of the process (Globocnik, 2010). The differences can be found in the
schematization of several aspects of activities or decisions. Processes subdivided into a
sequenced series of activities, as described, e.g., by Mann (2002) or Brandenburg (2001), see
innovation as the outcome of those activities and do not regard any relevant personnel or
function.

Mann’s four-step systematic creativity process includes the definition of the problem, the
selection of the appropriate tools that helps in solving the problem, the generation of solutions
by addressing a new problem with existing tools, and finally, the evaluation of the proposed
solutions. It can be described as a basic and simple process to solve any problem that can
occur (Figure 1).

However, during the process itself, the model does not include any valuations, and hence,
success can be ascertained only after the implementation. Consequently, the process canmore
likely be seen as a trial and error approach toward innovation, than a systematic development
process (Beckman and Barry, 2007), and is thus, doubtable for an application within product
development projects (Kazimierska and Grębosz-Krawczyk, 2017), as trial and error
approaches are usually accompanied by excessive investments and re-development costs
(Van De Ven et al., 1999).

A more detailed approach is given by Brandenburg (2001). His seven-stage W-Model
includes the analysis of the future potential of an innovation, and thus, gives the opportunity
of exploiting an innovation directly or investigating it in more detail and implementing it at a
later stage if current technology or knowledge is not capable of guaranteeing success
(Figure 2).

Thus, a strategic component is added to the approach ofMann (2002) by including several
milestones or checkpoints to keep track of the success potential of an innovation. Hence,
leaving the chance of modifications, as called for by Sheu and Lee (2011). Such activity-based
process models facilitate a more abstract view on innovation development projects (da Silva
et al., 2016) without referring to organizational roles for the individual tasks. However, they
can deliver a foundation for integrated innovation management processes that rely on
activities and functions.
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Divisional oriented process approaches as designed and developed by, e.g., Noori et al. (2009)
or value chain approaches as described by Lindegaard and Kawasaki (2010), regard an
innovation as the outcome of consecutive functions that are represented through different
divisions of an organization. Noori et al. (2009) proposed an integrated innovation
management process for R&D projects, including functions and divisions (Figure 3).

The development of an innovation is pictured as a sequenced flow of a technology or
product through different stages and departments that add their individual value to the
project and help in developing the innovation toward its desired outcome. Its respective
activities are clustered into technical aspects that dominate the development and production
stages of the process and business-building activities (Scott, 2017) toward the end. Thus, the
influence of marketing and sales on the actual (technical) development of the innovation can
be seen as rather low. However, all relevant stages for a product development, including
prototyping and manufacturing, are represented.

Lindegaard and Kawasaki (2010) developed a similar model that focusses not only on the
innovation development process itself but also on the activities and feedback after the
implementation of the innovation (Figure 4).

The advantage of this approach is the clear assignment of divisions to the tasks and
functions, through which it is guaranteed that the tasks are executed by the appropriate
representatives of an organization. It does, however, imply just as the model of Noori et al.
(2009) a strictly linear and chronological cycle of the tasks, and the consecutive division can
only begin after completion of the previous stage (Globocnik, 2010). Furthermore, mutual
feedback and consequently, changes in the innovation are hindered, as the divisions work
autonomously, and there is no planned superior control mechanism (e.g., project leader) that
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management process
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coordinates the tasks. Thus, the influence of the divisions on the innovation is limited to the
step in the process where their individual value is added (Tidd and Bessant, 2013). After all,
there is no real mechanism that evaluates the innovative idea and its relevance over the
development process.

The combination of both activity-based and divisional-based approaches toward the
structuring of innovation management processes, as well as the implementation of superior
control mechanisms, is given by Cooper (1994). Following the statement that “all work is a
process; if you want better results at the end—the output—focus on the process that
delivered the results. Any process can be managed to be more effective,” and due to the high
failure rate of new product developments Cooperwas among the first to implement the idea of
process management (hitherto subject to production processes) into innovation projects, and
developed a new product development process consisting of five stages (Figure 5).

By subdividing the complete process into five manageable stages with distinct tasks and
dedicated functions, as well as clear targets and commandments, it can be ensured that each
stage provides the best solution for customer needs, technical aspects, or efficient
manufacturing (Tidd and Bessant, 2013). However, the initial project steps are, as well,
mainly dominated by technical functions (Houkes and Vermaas, 2012) that focus on technical
aspects, and the influence of other functions, such as marketing or sales, is rather low. That,
however, can entail high efforts and costs if a change in a technical aspect from themarketing
or sales perspective is required through the emerging of new information that concern the
saleability during the business building stage (Edmondson and Nembhard, 2009). For the
first time, such projects are intended to be monitored by project teams consisting of
specialists from different functions that attend the complete process. Thus, it can be ensured
that many aspects from all perspectives can be considered throughout the development of an
innovation (Cooper, 1994). The strategic alignment and the conformance of the innovation
with the market are reflected in so-called gates after every stage. Senior decision-makers
adjudge on the progress and the prospect of the project and give a release for the next stage,
claim changes, or abandon a project (Sheu and Lee, 2011). Hence, the risk of expensive project
failures can be reduced while confidence in the innovation is enhanced (McDermott and
Prajogo, 2012). Cooper’s model of a new product development process, thus, combines the
advantages of all previously named approaches and includes control mechanisms that
account for keeping the project on track.

As Enzing et al. (2011) found, there are several activities that are crucial for an innovation’s
success. Hence, the identification and formalization of those activities are a vital part of an
innovation process and innovation management (Kylli€ainen, 2018). Those activities are
mostly represented in the previously discussed prototype processes. It is, however, as Ries
(2011b) points out fundamental for organizations to customize those prototype processes to
the requirements and characteristics of the internal activities and resources that are
employed within the innovation management and development departments. Innovation
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management processes are, as Tidd and Bessant (2013) state, a good means through which
the internal resources and capabilities can be interweaved with the needs and demands of the
market. It is, however, one objective of the present study to investigate procedures of
manufacturing organizations and whether they really apply the previously proposed
processes.

Furthermore, as there is no guarantee given for any organization to be successful and
conform to the demands and needs from the markets with their product unless a constant
scanning of the environment and its changes is maintained and the right consequences are
drawn (Leiponen and Helfat, 2011). Hence, firms need mechanisms and tools in addition to
innovation management processes that ensure the innovation is state-of-the-art (Merriam-
Webster, 2020b) in technology or design, etc. and always in line with the requests of its
customers. To realize this challenge, organizations can employ so-called iterative processes
(also referred to as pivot circles) (Blank and Dorf, 2012).

2.2 Iterative processes and organizational learning
As described by numerous authors, innovative activities are often conducted in
environments (Lewis et al., 2014) that can be characterized as uncertain and volatile
(Bresman, 2007; Andersen, 2000). Consequently, those development projects entail certain
risks by nature. However, organizations need to take those risks, as innovation is widely seen
as the source of organizational renewal and competitive advantages (Hosseini et al., 2018), as
well as a long-term success incitement (Witell et al., 2011). Therefore, firms and the members
of the development teams need to ensure that their development projects prosper (Darroch
andMcNaughton, 2002). That implicates a need for the innovation constantly to be adapted to
the market and its requirements, including technology, marketing, business model, etc. As
Ries (2011b) and Beckman and Barry (2007) found, the use of trial-and-error approaches is
expensive and not really efficient. Thus, a reaction to every change and warning signal from
outside may not lead to an innovation’s success, as the development team and the innovation
itself dissipate in their energy (Ries, 2011a). It is, moreover, crucial for them to expose and re-
enact all the relevant variations of environmental and market parameters in order to draw
accurate conclusions for the development of the innovation (Blank and Dorf, 2012). Through
sharing and the combination of (existing) knowledge, the acquired (new) information is
evaluated and prioritized, and thus, learning experiences can be drawn (Bresman, 2007).
These conclusions and the learning outcome that was gained can then directly be integrated
into the innovation management process to adapt the innovation toward market conformity
(the actual iterative process) (Van Der Panne et al., 2003). Those learning experiences are,
however, not necessarily triggered by the proactive behavior of the development team
members. They are, arguably, rather reactive actions to the aforementioned changes in any
market or environmental parameter (Zahra and George, 2002). Those reactions, however, can
lead to expensive re-developments or even to a stop for thewhole project (Shenhar et al., 2001).

Innovative ideas and their respective founders pursue a purpose and nature for their
intended outcome (Boons and L€udeke-Freund, 2013; Witell et al., 2011). Hence, the manner of
usage, target markets (Aghdaie and Alimardani, 2015), and groups or even business models
(Casadesus-Masanell and Heilbron, 2015), are already in people’s heads before the project
starts. On the one hand, these determinations can provide a good foundation for first
evaluations of the innovative idea and later on give guidelines for the development itself
(Reitzig and Sorenson, 2013). On the other hand, these cognitive biases can hinder necessary
changes in the project as targets have already become manifest in people’s heads (Shih and
Susanto, 2011). Every innovation project (Bibarsov et al., 2017) is approved and launched,
only after the innovative idea has been put to the acid test. However, as Stevens and Burley
(1997) found, only a few of the initial innovative ideas (Teza et al., 2016) lead to commercial
success (Alha et al., 2016). Thus, organizations need to conduct experiments and consider
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outside information to verify their innovations along the development process, and if
necessary, change technological or strategic aspects (Evans et al., 2017; Schwer, 2011).

Targets and purposes of innovations are based on two pillars. First, the information
gathered from customers, markets, and existing technologies that serve as foundation and
criteria for the first evaluations of innovative projects (Blank and Dorf, 2012). Second, as Ries
(2011b) states, they are also based on assumptions on customer behavior, futuremarkets, and
technology and on the aspects of the product that are perceived as valuable by the customer.
A change in these parameters caused by shocks or certain events in the environment or newly
adapted knowledge on markets and customers can trigger a change in a strategic, technical,
or marketing relevant aspect of the project (Kang and Kang, 2009). The approach from Ries
(2011b) promoted by Blank and Dorf (2012), who stated that success can be engineered by
following a formal process, is to, therefore, realize the iterative processes—and thus, the
market conformity of the innovation—with the build-measure-learn method.

2.3 How sustainable, iterative circles influence innovation management processes
The use of sustainable, iterative circles and their effects on innovation management
processes has still not been subject to studies or research. In fact, there are studies on
customer integration into new product development projects, e.g., by Coviello and Joseph
(2012), who found innovative projects to show higher chances of success if an early customer
integration combined with necessary sustainable, iterative circles takes place. Especially
when customers act as technical advisors or codevelopers, a verification of the market can be
more easily assured (Evans et al., 2017; Coviello and Joseph, 2012). There is, however, no
evidence for the influence of customer integration or other outside information on the
innovative process itself (need processes to be adapted?). Nor is there any sign of process-
related initiations of iterative processes. Consequently, it is, arguably, events that trigger
iterative processes and not proactive behavior that could be backed and initiated by
formalized innovation management processes (Kylli€ainen, 2018). Hence, it can be argued that
innovation management processes and sustainable, iterative circles are two independently
acting mechanisms, both designed to guarantee the highest chances of success for an
innovation.

The proposed question is, therefore, to investigate, whether the integration and planned
initiation of sustainable, iterative circles within innovation management processes can be a
solution for:

(1) Fostering an innovation’s success?

(2) Verifying the innovation management process itself?

(3) Enhancing organizational learning?

And if yes, how? To answer those questions, it is crucial to know, whether there are events,
situations or events along an innovation management process or after the market entry,
which are likely to have or have shown accumulations of initiating an iterative process, the
actual changes that were resulting (new product features, business models, etc.) and the
development of aims and intentions for innovations along the innovative process (Kylli€ainen,
2018). Thus, it can be elaborated, which process steps need to be verified by outside
information. By including purposely initiatedmarket verifications and if applicable iterations
into the innovation management process, proactive scanning for still not considered market
parameters, can be conducted, and a mechanism to reduce the likelihood of project failures
could be developed. Furthermore, current models of innovation management processes
themselves need to be investigated if they suit the needs of organizations and to ensure best
possible foundations for development projects (Heeks and Stanforth, 2014) or to bare room for
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improvement, especially in combination with an intended integration of iterative processes
(Boons and L€udeke-Freund, 2013). Finally, the organizational structure and support for
innovation projects (Bibarsov et al., 2017), as well as the actual prerequisites for innovative
behavior, need to be analyzed in order to expose missing factors that could bring more
efficiency to innovation management processes and help in preventing sustainable, iterative
circles by adding previously unconsidered perspectives.

The literature review has informed the data collection and analysis by taking into account
innovation management processes (Kylli€ainen, 2018), iterative processes (Baldassarre et al.,
2017) and organizational learning (Edmonstone, 2018) and how sustainable, iterative circles
influence innovation management processes and this was translated into the consideration of
the nature of innovation management processes and innovations, cross-functionality, and
sustainable, iterative processes in the research findings.

3. Research methodology
For the research strategy, design, and philosophy, as well as data collection, research
methodology literature, including Saunders et al. (2015) and Yin (2012), were consulted. Since
the research sought to understand how innovation processes and sustainable, iterative circles
can be integrated, the study was of an exploratory nature. As the potential for new
possibilities in arranging processes and organizational resources could be uncovered and the
outcome of data collection could not be forecasted, an exploratory approach appeared
appropriate with room for interpretation (Yin, 2012). The case study method was used as the
appropriate strategy for the study to investigate the coherence within an organization and in
involving organizational members and their experiences, as well as opinions and enabling
interpretations (Bryman, 2016). The underlying intention was to uncover gaps between basic
theory and actual praxis (Saunders et al., 2015) and the events that caused them. This fulfills
the requirements of the present study to compare theory and praxis and to add a new
dimension to innovation management processes that are legitimated by experienced
participants. Semi-structured interviews with different experts were used for the study as a
major question concerned the reasons and causations of sustainable, iterative circles within
innovation management processes and closed questions would hinder comprehensive
answers on individual perceptions and judgments of triggers for iterations.

Data collection was based on semi-structured interviews to establish case studies for
dominant procedures in innovation management. Triangulation, as described by Cresswell
(2013) and Saunders et al. (2015), requires the safeguarding against misinterpretation or a
generalization of single findings. Usually, secondary data is conducted to avoid such
misapprehensions. As there is no literature on actual procedures in organizations or to
assimilate material from theoretical studies, access to secondary material is not possible.
Therefore, to avoid a false generalization of findings from a single organization, an expansion
of the sample to two organizations was undertaken to maintain a generalization of the
proposed solution. For the generalization of the proposed solution, the findings differentiated
between the two organizations. Both organizations were approached to undertake interviews
with different experts, and the interviews with the five participants were recorded with the
permission of the interviewees. Questions on the innovationmanagement process intended to
uncover weaknesses in existing process models and their implementations into practice to
propose amendments were asked. For the questions concerning sustainable, iterative circles
and triggers, the technique of critical incidents (Flanagan, 1954) was conducted. It is defined
as “a qualitative interview procedure, which facilitates the investigation of significant
occurrences (events, incidents, processes or issues) identified by the respondent, the way they
are managed, and the outcomes in terms of perceived effects.” The participants were asked
for critical events along the innovation management process or after the commercialization
that have had a deep impact and initiated a change or a sustainable, iterative circle. This
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information was then analyzed and interweaved with the findings from the process
perspective to propose a novel holistic perspective on innovation management.

The present study follows an inductive approach, as no clearly defined theoretical
framework could be found, and the outcome is intended to arise during the process of data
collection involving a categorization process and analysis. During the analysis of the data,
patterns of behavior, or emerging findings will be followed up and concentrated on. Thus, the
research aims at identifying new relationships between findings from the interviews, and key
themes and hypotheses will be developed to propose new solutions for innovation
management (Saunders et al., 2015; Yin, 2012).

For analysis of the data, a categorization was conducted and populated with data
from the Interviews. The categories were generated based on frequent patterns of
answers and commonalities in procedures within the organizations. The terms of the
categories were usually based on actual terms used by participants or existing terms and
definitions from theory. Relationships between and within (similar answers) the
categories were uncovered to provide an approach for addressing the research
question. An overview of categories was given in the data medium, and any
relationships that could be uncovered were given according to the research question/
objective and subcategories, which were innovation management processes with the
subcategories of linearity, milestone orientation, and parallelization; sustainable, iterative
circles with the subcategories of triggers, applied changes and environmental scanning;
organizational learning; antecedences with the subcategories of cross-functional teams,
project leader; and systems thinking.

Target companies for investigation were manufacturing enterprises with intense annual
spending in research and development. The first organization is a sub-group of a major
conglomerate with an R&D effort to turnover ratio of 10.4 percent (2012, consolidated) and ca.
500 employees (14,000/group). Findings from R&D activities are accessible across the group.
The organization operates in the measurement engineering industry and serves customers in
several countries. Innovation and new product development activities are mainly project-
based. The three interview participants represented the functions, technical development,
product management, and control, whereas one acted as a project leader in several
development projects. The second organization is a large representative from the automotive
industry with ca. 65,000 employees and a R&D effort to turnover ratio of 6.03 percent.
Innovation activities are commonly large scale projects with a usual duration of up to four
years. Additionally, small scale projects for the development of part-innovations. Two
interviews were conducted with a product manager and a project manager responsible for
innovation management processes. Participants from both companies were chosen to
represent several major functions that are important in an innovation project. All
interviewees had deepened knowledge and experience with innovation projects. There
were five interview partners, three from the Measurement Engineering Organization
(technician/project leader (MEO1), productmanager (MEO2), and controller (MEO3)), and two
from the automotive organization (innovation manager (AO1) and product manager (AO2)).
The characteristics of the sample from the two organizations, being in the areas of projects,
product, and innovation, were directly relevant to the study of innovation management
processes, and this informed the data analysis process.

4. Findings
The interviews were conducted to address the objectives of the present study, and the aim of
the interviewswas to contrast the theoretical implications and status quowith the procedures
and practices that are employed in practice (Corbin and Straus, 1990; Eisenhardt and
Graebner, 2007) through the use of the categorization process involving the categorizations of
innovation management processes and sustainable, iterative circles.
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4.1 Nature of innovation management processes and innovations
The organizations (MEO & AO) that were analyzed both show highly standardized and
formalized processes for the development of new products and innovations that became
manifest in the internal compendiums. On the one hand, participants generally appreciate
clear formulated requests to act as they give guidance and structure to innovation projects
(MEO1 & AO1). On the other hand, as one interviewee stated (MEO2), a lot of freedom in
decision making and acting gets lost, and therefore, creative tolerances are low.
Consequently, members of development teams are not instigated to pursue their own ideas
or leave the initially defined scope of action, as called for by Brock (2003). This scope is
predefined in a specification sheet prepared by marketing or product management and
implies all significant market data. Experiences have shown that those specifications are
usually complete and in accordance with the demands of the markets.

There is, however, no mechanism to be found that verifies the required specifications
along the innovationmanagement process. Changes are only applied when they are triggered
by outside impulses. Furthermore, both organizations (MEO & AO) attach high importance
to the evaluation of innovative ideas at the beginning of the projects and predicate their
decisions on detailed business cases and calculation. Those calculations, however, are mostly
focused on technical aspects, such as development costs, costs for tools, and production
facilities, etc., as they are easier to predict. Marketing and sales aspects in those business
cases are underlying forecasts that only can be verified at a later stage when the innovation
takes a certain form and information on the actual production costs, and prices of possible
substitutes are known. In accordance with that is the call of one of the interviewed developers
who claimed more process steps or activities to be executed parallel to save time, and thus,
development costs and finally the time to market to secure possible first-mover
advantages (MEO1).

However, firms still employ rather linear processes as they are milestone or checkpoint
oriented. Consequently, value-adding steps are conducted only after the release of a certain
development stage or need to be accomplished to pass a valuation level. Hence, flexibility gets
lost, and again certain activities need to be executed based on assumptions, and thus, at the
end of the day, elementary decisions on the continuations cannot be based on profound
calculations and operating figures. Additionally, as one interviewee depicted, development
teams tend to focus on the achievement of the requirements for milestones, and thus,
sometimes, activities are conducted only to achieve a milestone, and the desirable focus on
customer needs gets lost (AO2).

Some elements of the employed linearity and the checkpoint oriented structure are,
though, advantageous to organizations. It has been seen that some process steps, such as an
advanced development to analyze and proof technical feasibility, can prevent massive
aberrations, and thus, expensive project failures. Furthermore, some steps need to be
connected in series, as, especially in technical aspects, a certain sequence needs to be
maintained.

4.2 Cross-functionality
The cross-functionality of development teams, as called for by theory (e.g., Cooper and
Kleinschmidt 1995), is a phenomenon that has found its way into organizational structures
and procedures. Both investigated organizations (MEO&AO) practice a (minor) exchange of
knowledge and ideas between functions to ensure the consideration of all relevant parameters
in a development project. In one of the firms, the innovation management process is
permanently attended by a cross-functional team (AO1). It is, however, not the same team that
attends the whole process. Teams are replaced at certain stages of the project, and the
responsibility is devolved. The composition of the team depends on the emphasis of the
project stage. Whereas in the other organization, a team with an advisory and control
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function, consisting of different functions, attends the whole project (MEO1). The
development and its value-adding activities are conducted and dominated by division,
responsible for the instantaneous process step. As usual, only the division that works on the
project can identify and communicate risks and potential problems with the innovation, its
technical features or saleability, the hazard of happening across a substantial and not yet
considered obstacle at a late stage can mess up the whole project.

The deployment and composition of cross-functional teams, however, do not exceed the
functions that are immediately involved in value-adding activities. Members of strategic or
financial/controlling divisions are only to be found in executive committees or decision-
making bodies. The sentiments relating to the versatile composition of a development team
are, however, ambivalent along with the interviewees. Some see it as beneficial to the
successful completion of the project (MEO1), as the integration of different perspectives
reduces the hazard of not widening risks and problems with the project. Others, however, see
a risk in involving a multiplicity of members into a team (AO2). As many perspectives and
opinions with equal decision authority converge, a fast decision finding can be hindered, as
too many are involved and (sometimes minor) doubts and concerns thwart progress.

4.3 Sustainable, iterative circles
All participants (MEO&AO) in the interviewswere united on the point that regular feedback
from external sources, such as the markets or customers, is a crucial part of an innovation
project. One (MEO3) stated that “only through interaction with our customers can we really
understand what they want and deliver the value they ask for.” As with the innovation
management processes, it became apparent that an elaborate and evaluated idea for an
innovation is very important for the chances of success, as first development and business-
building activities are based on this idea and the less it changes, the less are the obstacles that
need to be overcome and the less effort arises. However, interviews (MEO&AO) have shown
that almost none of the past innovation projects were marketed based on the initial plans
mostly because the underlying assumptions onmarket parameters were inaccurate or factors
changed. Generally, sustainable, iterative circles are triggered by two main factors: Internal
reasons for an iterative process are mostly uncovered in the early stages of an innovation
management process, e.g., the concept or the (advance) development phase. Through the
exchange of information in meetings or milestone sessions, gaps between the specification
sheets and the actual feasibility of an innovation are illustrated. These gaps mostly concern
technical specifications that are either missing or not realizable with state of the art
technology or available knowledge, the production methods (the envisaged innovation is not
producible with the utilized technology), the business model (e.g., not all customer segments
can be served, or pricing needs to be adapted) or the planned development and project costs.
The desired changes that are determined to scale down the gaps are then approved and
handed to the responsible division that executes the relevant changes. Hence, the sustainable,
iterative circle is triggered intentionally (but not based on proactive behavior) and the causes
usually originate from a misinterpretation of the specification sheet or missing coordination
between different functions (e.g., marketing and sales are not integrated in the technical
development or developers are not aware of the possibilities in production or production/
development costs are too high). Inmost cases, these changes are rather of a minor extent and
realizable with manageable efforts.

External factors that trigger iterative processes can, however, have a deep impact on an
innovation project. They are usually uncovered as a gap between the specification sheet and
the actual demands or requirements of the market. Factors that have been overlooked or
valuated of minor importance can, as well as changes in (governmental/legal) frame
conditions lead and have led to major barriers in the progress of projects. The issue with
emerging new information is its often late and sudden appearance can result inmany cases to
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a substantial variation of one or more parameters of the project. Those variations are often
not accomplishable without excessive and increasing efforts, the later the new factor appears.
This can be explained and described by a highly critical step in the innovation management
process that could be uncovered from the interviews (MEO & AO). After the procurement
release and the arrangement of production facilities and tools that are accompanied by high
investments a necessary change that would lead to a rearrangement of facilities or re-
fabrication of tools and a disproportionate increase in development and project costs would
be the consequence that constitutes an immense threat to the innovations’ success.

The individual steps of an iterative process are usually equal in an intentional or
unintentional triggered circle. After the discovery of a gap, its severity, and the potential
damage to the project is evaluated. This is realized with a contrasting of the respective
product feature or characteristics with its priority in a formally prepared conjoint analysis. If
the relevant characteristic is considered as important and value delivered to the customer, a
change will rather be released as with an unimportant characteristic. After the release of the
change, in most cases a setback of the project to its early development and conceptualization
stages is required. Hence, a new business case and project calculation on the additional costs
are drafted and need further approval. If the new calculation is still worthwhile, the
innovation passes through the stages that need to be changed, and the usual process is
followed. Experiences, however, have shown that externally triggered sustainable, iterative
circles often are not instantiated. Inmost cases, the (newly discovered or created) gap between
the market or customers and the specification sheet are too profound to handle it with
adequate efforts. A project stop or optionally a new project is often the more convenient
option. Nevertheless, sustainable, iterative circles are seen as highly important to all
interviewees, and thus, to all represented functions, as the hence stimulated regular feedback
from the markets and a proactive search for new and relevant information is concordantly
seen as advantageous for the overall project management and increases chances of an
innovation’s success.

The interviews have shown a general tendency toward new thinking on innovation,
innovative, and iterative processes. Previous research and organizational efforts have
focused on the isolated consideration of each of the threementioned issues and not the holistic
interplay between them. Furthermore, the interviews gave reason to question the
consideration of them without their organizational and environmental context. For the
innovation itself, it turned out that future success often depends on its fitting into the
systemic and operational context. Innovations often are additions to current products/
services or replace them entirely. Current products/services are, however, often used in
combination or in addition to others. Thus, a consideration of the possible interfaces and
interdependencies of the innovation with related or linked components in the (environmental)
context can be required. Furthermore, through the introduction of an innovation, new
possibilities in its operation or usage can be created. Hence, such potential enhancements of
the usage need to be uncovered and taken into account in the development process.
Consequently, in many cases, an isolated view on the innovation itself can hinder the
deployment of its full potential. The same rationale can be applied to the innovative and
iterative processes. Individually regarded, some development processes and sustainable,
iterative circles do not add any value to the organization, as their underlying projects are
predicted to be unsuccessful. Nonetheless, a continuation of the project or the execution of an
iterative process can be meaningful, as valuable learning experiences and knowledge can be
gained even from failing projects. These lessons can then be integrated in further projects.
Hence, a mechanism to share and relay these findings can deliver valuable insights for other
developments. Even development projects that are not intended to be commercially launched
(research-oriented projects for new technology) can have advantageous consequences for
organizations, and thus, also need to be seen in terms of their organizational context. Thus, an
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isolated and success-oriented view on innovation projects can hinder the acquiring of
valuable knowledge or new technologies.

The data gathered and reported from the interviews undertaken informed the new
conceptual frameworks through consideration of the nature of innovation management
processes and sustainable, iterative circles in the form of a proposed model of an innovation
management process and bidirectional iterations in the innovation management process in
the discussion of the research findings, which leads to the conclusions made.

5. Discussion
By combining the previously mentioned findings and conclusions, a rearrangement of
previous innovation management processes and the typical development teams can be
proposed. The hitherto dominant models of sequenced activities passing through individual
divisions and numerous milestones may no longer be suitable to fulfill the requirements that
are demanded to an innovation. When innovation is seen as the source for organizational
renewal, and it will be placed in an environment with potential mutual interdependencies to
other products, a simple linear and subsequent series of activities cannot sufficiently cover
the prevalent complexity and its importance. Additionally, the hazard of failure due to the
missing conversation between functions is increased, and thus, poses a risk factor to the
organization (Figure 6).

The proposed model of an innovation management process for manufacturing
organizations concentrates on several functions and activities at an early stage in the
process. The previous partition into technical design and business-building activities is now
centralized to a conjoint task of all relevant functions that have an influence on the
innovation. Thus, it can be assured that the innovation, from the beginning, is, already
conforming to all the specific requirements and demands of themarket and its customers that
are introduced by the plurality of functions. Thereby, the customer and the markets are
advancing into the focus of attention of the development an alteration from the previously
technically dominated innovation management process (market push innovation) toward a
customer-oriented innovation (market pull innovation) can be achieved. Arguably,
parallelization of tasks and the increasing exchange of knowledge and ideas lead
inevitably to increased complexity, uncertainty, and coordination effort. However, through
these newly created communication channels an approach to the above mentioned systems
thinking is arising, as new ideas for the usage of the innovation can be developed.
Consequently, mechanisms as a certain culture or a project leader who can decide on or refuse
these ideas, need to be installed to ensure progress and direction. The innovation or its
conceptualization can consequently be improved, and an important step toward its success
can be taken as a newvalue for customers and be offered. Room for improvement andmissing
validation from a certain function can be uncovered by means of innovation accounting that
can also act as a replacement for excessive use of milestones.

The intention of the conjoint project team and the parallel tasks is to build a prototype that
represents ideas and expertise from all functions, and thus, relevant findings concerning
design, pricing, and state-of-the-art technology, etc. Market valuations can then be executed
by conducting customer surveys or product clinics based on the prototype. Findings from
these evaluations can directly be considered in the innovationmanagement process bymeans
of sustainable, iterative circles. The ideas of the build-measure-learn loop (Ries, 2011b) and
possibly resulting pivots can be applied to increase the chances of success. However, as
argued before, the use of sustainable, iterative circles for continuous improvements is not
advisable due to high redevelopment costs. Thus, the market valuations are intended to
uncover small contraries that trigger sustainable, iterative circles with rather small extent.
With a jointly created prototype, the possibility of contrary or negative results can be
minimized, and thus, market conformity can be supported from the beginning.
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The ulterior motive for the parallelization of tasks, the instalment of cross-functional
development teams, and the use of prototypes for market evaluation is to be found in the need
of an organization to ensure the market conformity before the procurement release. As a
change in any technical aspect of the innovation after this critical stage is hard to realize, the
innovation needs to be comprehensively validated, and all relevant aspects of all functions
need to be considered beforehand. Hence, the underlying assumptions need to be verified or at
least supported, and many uncertainties eliminated in order to release production/
manufacturing. The above-mentioned mechanisms can comply with these requirements
and maximize the innovation’s success potential at the stage of procurement release as they
can intentionally trigger sustainable, iterative circles that adopt the innovation. Thus, a
proactive scanning of the environment for new information and access to past learning
experiences and critical incidents (through a knowledge management system) should be a
constant component of a development process (Figure 7).

In spite of a high effort to reduce uncertainty during the development phase, new
information on any environmental aspect can emerge. Any incident occurring after the
release can usually only be considered in a follow-up project, and thus, sharing of knowledge
between project development teams and their replacements is a crucial tool for the
organizations to foster organizational learning and to utilize prior experiences. Consequently,
an occurring incident that calls for a change does not necessarily have to be considered as a
threat to the organization. An efficient knowledge management system can accumulate
experiences from all projects and draw conclusions that can prevent new projects from
failure. Thus, innovation projects should not be regarded as fully isolated but also with
respect to the approaches from systems thinking, as some development projects build upon
prior projects, and through sharing and accumulation of knowledge, the overall project work
can be improved.

7. Conclusion
An integration of sustainable, iterative circles and (re-arranged) innovation management
processes in conjunction with an installation of cross-functional teams that are supervised by
a holistic and permanent innovation accounting can have a positive influence on the
effectiveness of, and customer/market integration into, the development of innovations in
manufacturing organizations. The re-orientation from a technically dominated toward an
integrated development of innovations with exchange and cross-fertilization between team
members representing different functions and parallelization of different tasks and activities
can save time and unveil potential for improvement in early stages of the development
process. Furthermore, cooperation and exchange between functions can also maintain the
integration of all relevant issues from different perspectives that may influence the shape or
business model of the innovative product. Through the comparison of requirements and
recommendations proposed by the involved functions, weaknesses, and ambiguities, the
innovation can be uncovered and missing information can be obtained. Thus, it is enabled to
trigger sustainable, iterative circles during stages where changes can be applied with
manageable efforts, and the uncertainty, as well as the amount of assumptions, can be
reduced. Finally, new possibilities, and thus, chances for a broadening of the offered portfolio
can be reached by contrasting potential technical feasibilities (introduced by technicians)
with potential new fields of applications (provided by marketing and sales) and not simply
developing a product with directions from one function.

As the findings show, organizations need to verify their innovations as good as possible
prior to the procurement release as iterations are only practicable with excessive efforts and
high costs. Thus, the call for a re-arrangement of tasks is supported. By concordantly
determining the aspects that are seen as central and crucial to the innovation, the
development follows a directed, and holistic vision of the innovation and all functions can
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proactively search for information that verifies it and feedback from the markets can be
integrated through intentionally triggered iterations to foster the project’s success.

Experiences from prior projects ought to be shared between development teams, and thus,
reasons for past failures and sustainable, iterative circles can be faced and avoided.
Consequently, an enabling and fostering of organizational and inter-functional learning can
support the chances of success.

The proposed model of a new innovation management process is to be seen as an
approach for organizations to integrate cross-functional teams, innovation accounting, and
organizational learning into the management and development of innovations. However, it
does not provide a customized solution for every industry or firm. Moreover, it provides a
base for organizations to adopt the findings and proposed alignments toward their individual
needs and characteristics, and thus, follows the findings from Tidd and Bessant (2013) who
request firms to adapt proposed models in terms of team composition, the sequence of tasks
and tracking of progress.

Aswith any research, this present work has its limitations and exposes several issueswith
relevance for further research efforts. The proposed model for an innovation management
process with the integration of sustainable, iterative circles is limited to manufacturing
organizations that produce rather complex products with many influences from different
perspectives and functions. Other manufacturing firms that do not require excessive
investments in tools and production facilities, such as software and others, can apply changes
to their products easier and do not necessarily need full market conformity at a certain stage,
as updates or follow-up products can be produced fast. Furthermore, the proposed model
represents a general approach that is, as with other innovation management processes,
subject to adaptations toward specific requirements in industries and organizations (Tidd
and Bessant, 2013).

Issues that require further investigation and delineation are the innovation accounting
framework. As with the proposed innovation management process, a general framework
can be developed with recommended categories, as well as key figures that possess a
monitoring function and a mechanism that unveils missing information or assumptions
that need to be confirmed. Organizations can then adapt this framework toward their needs.
Furthermore, guidelines and characteristics for an innovative culture within innovation
development teams should be created that give recommendations to organizations
concerning the composition and the internal communication, as well as coordination of
their teams.

Since both of the case studies were conducted in larger organizations, the findings might
apply to small businesses in a number of ways with consequential policy implications. These
ways include innovation and performance of small businesses, structuring and managing
innovation, involving critical incidents, actual changes and systems thinking, as well as
innovation management processes and cross-functionality, milestone orientation, and
sustainable, iterative circles and applied changes.
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